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This paper describes a simple semi-analytic model for interplanetary solar electric low
thrust trajectories. A description is given of a performance model that accurately and
quickly models optimum specific impulse circular-coplanar low thrust transfers with a series
of simple empirical and physics based relationships that can be implemented easily in a
spreadsheet. The paper describes the development methodology, identifies governing
variables and fundamental relationships, and presents a model that efficiently calculates
system parameters (delivered mass, optimum specific impulse, and ΔV) for a wide range of
trajectories. Models are presented for Earth-Jupiter/Trojan Asteroid, Earth-Mars, MarsEarth, Earth-Venus, and Earth-Main Belt Asteroid transfers using solar electric propulsion.
The results show good agreement for estimates of both delivered mass (+8%/-15%) and
optimum specific impulse (+20%/-20%). The paper also describes progress made towards
development of a generalized model that encompasses spacecraft operating at a fixed nonoptimum specific impulse. Results are presented showing good agreement (+/-15%) for a
specific Earth-Jupiter transit modeled using the generalized model.

Nomenclature

a = mean acceleration = tburn / ΔV
2
a 0 = mean acceleration when launch C3=0 and arrival C3=0 (km/s or km/s/yr)

c =
mf =
m0 =
m =
m˙ =
t =
tburn =
tflt =
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B =
C3 =
C3launch
C3arr
Etotal
K =

!
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*

effective propellant exit velocity (m/s)
final mass (initial mass – propellant mass)
initial mass
mean mass = average of initial mass and final mass
propellant mass flow rate (kg/s)
time (s)
burn time (s) or (yrs)
flight time (s) or (yrs)
curve fitting parameter
astronomical unit
curve fitting parameter
hyperbolic velocity at infinity squared (km2/s2)
= C3 at departure (km2/s2)
= C3 at arrival (km2/s2)
= total jet energy = integrated jet power over trajectory (J)
curve fitting parameter
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P =
Po =
T =
T/m

input power at start of trajectory (kW)
propulsion system input power at start of trajectory (distance from Sun = 1 AU) (kW)
thrust (N)
= thrust to mass ratio (N/kg)

T *o

m* = optimum ratio of initial thrust at start of trajectory to spacecraft mean mass (N/kg)
ΔV
= free space change in velocity (m/s)
ΔV* = ΔV corresponding to optimum specific impulse trajectory
ΔVimpulse = ΔV corresponding to trajectory with high power to mass ratio
V∞ = hyperbolic velocity at infinity (km/s)
X = ratio of initial thrust at start of trajectory to spacecraft mean mass (N/kg)
Yo = fitting parameter
ηp = propulsive efficiency = jet power / input power
τ = fitting parameter

T

I.

Introduction

he optimization of low thrust trajectories is a challenging mission design problem requiring simultaneous
optimization of multiple design parameters. Although analytic solutions exist for limiting cases such as
impulsive burns and multi-revolution “spiral” trajectories, these solutions do not apply when traveling from Earth to
most deep space destinations. For this reason, low thrust trajectories are often analyzed using computationally
intense methods that find local optima using various iterative optimization techniques.1,2,3,4,5 Existing low thrust
trajectory optimizers are generally complex and difficult to incorporate into the simpler spacecraft system models
used for concurrent engineering or for the development of new mission concepts. An alternate approach to this
problem involves the use of a database of optimized low thrust trajectories in conjunction with software that
calculates near-optimum trajectories by interpolating between pre-calculated optimum solutions. These databases
are often large, complex, challenging to implement, and do little to enhance understanding of the basic physical
relationships governing the trajectories.

Figure 1: Analytic Modeling Tool for SEP Missions Fills a Gap in Modeling of Interplanetary Low Thrust
Trajectories
Figure 1 shows some of the tools currently available for modeling of both chemical and low thrust interplanetary
trajectories. A variety of tools exist for the modeling of chemical missions, spanning a full range of capabilities from
initial concept development to the operation of flight missions. For low thrust trajectories, except in the very
simplest cases, there are few medium-to-low fidelity models available for use in new mission concept development,
systems engineering and technology studies, university classes, and concurrent engineering environments (such as
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s “Team X”). The objective of this work is to fill this gap by developing a simple
semi-analytic interplanetary low thrust trajectory modeling tool that models variable power interplanetary circularcoplanar low thrust transfers. This paper describes a model for optimum specific impulse circular-coplanar transfers
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using solar electric propulsion (SEP) that simply and efficiently calculates important parameters such as delivered
mass, optimum specific impulse, and flight time. In the process of developing these models, we identify and
describe some of the fundamental relationships that govern the optimization of low thrust trajectories.
The appendix to this paper describes a method by which this modeling approach can be generalized to apply to
non-optimum specific impulse trajectories. This class of trajectories is of great interest to mission designers and
system architects working on new deep space missions using SEP. A generalized methodology is described and its
applicability is demonstrated by applying the methodology to an Earth-Jupiter/Trojan Asteroid SEP transfer. This
approach provides a framework for the development of a generalized semi-analytic model describing many SEP
trajectories of interest.

II.

Previous Work

The model described in this paper uses an innovative analysis approach in which system performance parameters
(mass, flight time, optimum specific impulse) are calculated using a combination of simple empirical and physics
based relationships. In the past, this approach has been successfully used for the modeling of near-Earth low thrust
orbit raising missions as well as for interplanetary deep space missions operating at a constant power level.6,7 In
2009, Pennar to applied this modeling approach to a specific set of variable power low thrust missions powered by
solar arrays.8 His work applies to relatively limited set of trajectories encompassing a limited set of destinations,
thrusters and transit times. This paper describes a comprehensive effort to apply this methodology to variable power
deep space missions. The work described in this paper applies to a much wider range of destinations, transit times,
and electric propulsion devices.
Previously, we reported on the development of an interim model that uses this methodology to describe optimum
specific impulse transfers with variable power using solar electric propulsion (SEP) from Earth to four deep space
destinations.9 The interim model applied to circular coplanar transfers and showed acceptable agreement for
estimates of delivered mass (+/-20% error), but showed unacceptable errors when calculating optimum specific
impulse (+/-50% error). This paper extends the interim model and describes a complete and accurate semi-analytic
model for optimum specific impulse SEP trajectories departing from Earth and arriving at four destinations (Venus,
Mars, the Main Belt Asteroids, and Jupiter) and returning to Earth from one departure point (Mars). The model is
simple enough to be applicable in academic settings and, at the same time, has sufficient accuracy and wide enough
ranges of applicability to be of use for rapid development of new missions. Section III describes the basic analysis
approach used in this work, explores the fundamental relationships governing this class of low thrust trajectories,
and gives the theoretical basis for the expressions used in the model. Section IV provides a detailed description and
accuracy analysis for the models developed using this analysis method. The appendix describes an approach for
extending the optimum specific impulse model to apply to non-optimum specific impulse trajectories. The feasibility
of this approach is demonstrated by applying the model to an Earth-Jupiter/Trojan asteroid transfer model.

III.

Analysis

The basic technical approach used in this study is to 1) Use computational low thrust trajectory tools to create a
database of optimized trajectories to destinations of interest, 2) Examine the data to determine fundamental
governing parameters and find physical relationships that reduce the number of independent variables, and 3) Based
on the findings from step two and an understanding of the underlying physics, create physical and empirical analytic
expressions that describe the entire family of trajectories to an acceptable level of accuracy. This section describes
the analysis methodology in detail and highlights its physical basis as well as the limits of its applicability.
A. Numerical Simulation of Low Thrust Trajectories
The first step in our analysis is to build a database of mass-optimal trajectories to a variety of destinations with
multiple departure and arrival C3 combinations for each destination. A circular-coplanar solar system is assumed for
a target set comprised of Venus (0.723 AU), Mars (1.52 AU), a Main Belt Asteroid (3.00 AU), and Jupiter or the
Trojan Asteroids (5.20 AU). It should be noted that direct application to the Trojan asteroids may be limited as the
inclination of the asteroids is not simulated in this model, and some Trojans have orbits that are substantially
inclined relative to the plane of the ecliptic. For each destination, departure C3, and arrival C3 combination, a set of
optimized trajectories is created with ten discrete initial power to mass ratios and ten flight times, for a total of 100
trajectories per set. The final mass is maximized (or, equivalently, propellant mass is minimized) for an individual
trajectory by constraining the initial mass, initial power, flight time, launch C3, arrival C3, and target AU, while
allowing the departure V∞ direction, arrival V∞ direction, thrust direction and magnitude over the trajectory, the
transfer angle, and the specific impulse to vary. The specific impulse and efficiency (assumed to be 100%) of the
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engine do not vary as a function of input power, and the array power is exactly proportional to the inverse square of
radial distance from the sun. The optimal ΔV, specific impulse, and burn time are saved to create the database. The
final database, spanning the full range of destinations and parameters, includes several thousand trajectories. The
result is a database of trajectories in which the thrust steer profile and specific impulse have been optimized to
deliver the most payload mass to a series of destinations of interest.
The trajectories are optimized using JPL’s Mission Analysis Low-Thrust Optimizer (MALTO).10 The key aspect
of MALTO is that it approximates continuous thrusting using a series of impulsive thrust vectors connected by conic
arcs as illustrated in Figure 2. The magnitude of thrust on each segment is bounded by the power available, the
engine model, and the segment duration. During the optimization MALTO propagates a trajectory forward and
backward from control points (e.g. planets), and continuity is enforced by constraining the spacecraft states to be
equal at the match points.
Control Point
Match Point
Impulse
Segment
Boundary

Le
g

Figure 2 Schematic of MALTO trajectory model.
A key limitation of MALTO is that is does not directly optimize the specific impulse (Isp) of SEP transfers. It is,
however, apt at maximizing the final mass for a fixed specific impulse. A MATLAB optimizer is used as a wrapper
to MALTO’s algorithm to determine the optimum specific impulse. A Nelder-Mead simplex search algorithm (the
“fminsearch” function in MATLAB) is used to vary the specific impulse input to MALTO until the final mass
output from MALTO is maximized. The simplex search terminates when the final mass varies by less than 10 kg
and the specific impulse varies by less than 10 seconds. An initial “seed” trajectory is first created in MALTO with a
reasonable specific impulse and a power and flight time near the middle of the desired database range. The simplex
search/MALTO combination optimizes this seed trajectory for the first data point. The next nearest power/flight
time combination is then optimized using the previous solution as an initial guess. The database of trajectories is
created by looping over different powers (inner loop) and flight times (outer loop) until all the power and flight time
combinations are optimized. If an optimal solution is not found, then the data point is omitted from the analysis.
The non-optimum specific impulse database was created in a similar manner with a third, inner loop over ten
specific impulse values ranging from 1,000 s to 6,000 s. This additional specific impulse loop essentially replaces
the simplex search in the optimum Isp algorithm. The non-optimum Isp database thus includes ten discrete power
ratios, flight times, and specific impulses, resulting in 1,000 trajectories for every combination of destination,
departure C3, and arrival C3.
As with most numerical optimizers, one weakness of this methodology is that while a converged solution is
guaranteed to be a local optimum, it may not represent the globally optimum solution for a given transfer.
Occasionally a trajectory will converge to a local optimum solution that differs significantly from its neighboring
trajectories in the database. This creates a significant discontinuity in the numerical data, and when the output from
our analytic model is compared to the database, these non-globally optimal solutions become visible as deviations
from the analytic solution. One finding of this study is that plotting mean acceleration curves provides an easy and
general way to detect these non-globally optimum solutions. In general, when we identify trajectories that are clearly
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non-globally optimal, we omit them from analysis. There are cases, particularly for high arrival C3’s at Jupiter,
where numerical discontinuities occur at transitions from one set of globally optimal solutions to another set (for
example, a family of solutions with a different number of orbital revolutions around the sun). These cases are
included in the database, and these discontinuities are a primary source of inaccuracy when the “smooth” results
generated by the analytic model are compared to the results from MALTO.
B. Analysis of Low Thrust Trajectories
In previous work it was observed that for constant power low thrust trajectories, when flight time is fixed, the
optimum specific impulse scales linearly with jet power to initial mass ratio across a wide range of destinations and
flight times.7 This relationship emerges naturally from the numerical data and is not directly imposed as an external
constraint. In reference 9, it was shown that similar relationships exist for variable power trajectories. Figure 3 and
Figure 4, for example, show plots of optimum specific impulse as a function of initial power to mass ratio for SEP
transits to Venus and Jupiter/Trojan Asteroids.
Figure 5 shows the same data for a SEP transit from Mars to Earth. Although only one departure/arrival C3
combination is shown for each transit pair, a linear relationship is clearly observed. All of the trajectories in the
study database show this strong linear relationship between Isp and power to mass ratio.

Figure 3: Optimum Isp vs. Initial Power to Mass Ratio at Fixed Flight Times for Earth-Venus Transits
(Departure C3=0 km2/s2, Arrival C3=0 km2/s2)

Figure 4: Optimum Specific Impulse vs. Initial Power to Mass Ratio at Fixed Flight Times for EarthJupiter/Trojan Asteroid Transits
(Departure C3=20 km2/s2, Arrival C3=0 km2/s2)
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Figure 5: Optimum Isp vs. Initial Power to Mass Ratio at Fixed Flight Times for Mars-Earth Transits
(Departure C3 = 0 km2/s2, Arrival C3= 10 km2/s2)
For constant power trajectories, previous work showed that a linear relationship between Isp and Po/Mo implies
that at fixed flight time, mean acceleration is constant regardless of the power to mass ratio. For comparison, it is
useful to derive the equivalent relationship for variable power missions. Assuming that specific impulse is fixed, but
power, thrust, and mass flow rate vary with time, one can start with the following basic relationships.
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Total Jet Energy Generated
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The denominator in expression (6) is the jet energy that would be generated if the entire mass of the spacecraft were
utilized as propellant at the fixed exhaust velocity c. Adding an assumption that power and efficiency are constant,
expression (6) simplifies
to
!
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Which in turn can be expanded using the binomial expansion when the ratio Δv/c is small, giving
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Or equivalently
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+
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(9)

Expressions (7) through (9) apply to constant power trajectories, and a key observation made in previous work was
that because the optimum specific impulse varies linearly with power to mass ratio, it follows that the spacecraft’s
7
optimum mean acceleration is constant
! for a given flight time and destination. Deriving an equivalent expression
for variable power trajectories requires integrating the power-time profile, and therefore requires a simplifying
assumption about this profile. From expression (6), it is observed that if the total jet energy utilized is assumed to be
proportional to the product of the initial power generated at Earth multiplied by the burn time, i.e.:

E total " KPo t burn

(10)

where K is a trajectory dependent constant, expression (6) can be integrated, resulting in an expression equivalent to
expression (9), but applicable to variable power trajectories

!

c"

#v 1 K$ p P
+
2 a 12 m o

(11)

The validity of the assumption made in expression (10) can be tested by plotting the total energy utilized in each
trajectory against the product of the initial power multiplied by the burn time. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show these
quantities for Earth-Mars and Earth-Jupiter
transits. The straight lines shown in these plots demonstrate that the
!
assumption that total energy is proportional to the product of the initial power and the burn time is generally valid.
In some cases, the lines overlap across multiple flight times, indicating that “K” has the same value across that set of
trajectories. In other cases, the slope varies with flight time, indicating that “K” is a function of flight time. Again,
the physics behind this relationship is not obvious, given that power varies over time during the burn, but trajectories
for Earth-Venus and Earth-Main Belt Asteroid transits show the same trend.
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Figure 6: Product of Initial Power and Burn Time plotted vs. Jet Energy for Earth-Mars Transfers at
Multiple Flight Times

Figure 7: Product of Initial Power and Burn Time plotted vs. Jet Energy for Earth-Jupiter Transfers at
Multiple Flight Times
From expressions (10) and (11) and the observation that optimum specific impulse scales linearly with power to
mass ratio, it follows that the optimum mean acceleration for a variable power low thrust trajectory should be
constant for fixed flight time. This observation can be confirmed by examining Figure 8 and Figure 9, which show
plots of mean acceleration vs. flight time for Jupiter and Mars trajectories. Although there are some variations in the
mean acceleration with Po/Mo for fixed flight time, it is generally valid to consider mean acceleration constant.
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Figure 8: Mean Acceleration vs. Initial Power to Mass Ratio for Earth-Jupiter Transfers

Figure 9: Mean Acceleration vs. Initial Power to Mass Ratio for Earth-Mars Transfers
The reason that the optimum mean acceleration is constant for both fixed power and variable power low thrust
trajectories has not been previously described, but is related to the underlying physics governing these trajectories.
By Newton’s second law, the mean acceleration is equal to the mean thrust to mass ratio (thrust/mass) along the
trajectory. Therefore, observing that an optimum mean acceleration exists is equivalent to stating that for a given
transit time, there is a single optimum mean thrust/mass that delivers the most mass to the destination (see Appendix
for further description). As thrust power increases, the optimum specific impulse also increases so as to keep the
mean thrust/mass constant.
It is important to note that the conserved quantity is not the initial or final thrust to mass ratio, but the mean thrust
to mass ratio. Previous studies have plotted the relationship between initial thrust/mass ratio and optimum specific
impulse and concluded that this quantity varies as a function of specific impulse. Because propellant utilization
varies strongly with specific impulse, the relationship between initial thrust/mass and the mean thrust/mass is not
fixed. In the extreme case where the Isp is very high, no propellant is utilized over the course of the mission, so the
initial and final thrust/mass are equal to the mean thrust/mass. When Isp is low, the mass of the spacecraft changes as
fuel is utilized, so the initial thrust/mass is lower than the mean at the beginning of the mission and higher than the
mean the end of the mission. While it is accurate to say that the initial and final thrust/mass ratios are not constant
for optimum specific impulse trajectories, the mean thrust/mass is constant across a wide range of conditions.
Given a single optimized trajectory at a given flight time and C3 combination, expression (11) can be used to
calculate the optimum Isp across a wide range of power to mass ratios. It is important to note that the use of the
binomial expansion in expression (8) means that expression (11) is strictly valid only in cases where the ratio of
ΔV/c is small. This is equivalent to saying that the assumption of constant mean acceleration becomes invalid when
9
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the trajectory requires a very high ΔV. Section IV describes why this assumption (and therefore the model) is not
valid for very short flight times.
To generate a complete model, it is necessary to derive an expression for mean acceleration as a function of
flight time and C3. For constant power trajectories, it has been shown that the mean acceleration curves are selfsimilar and well fit by a power law of the form7
/2
a = A + Bt "3
flt

(12)

For variable power trajectories using SEP, it has been shown that the mean acceleration curves are well fit by power
laws of the form9

!
a = A + Bt "2
flt and

/2
a = A + Bt "5
flt

(13)

Based on expression (11), these expressions can be considered independently of power and mass. The fact that the
curves have similar functional forms suggests that there may be a simple fundamental physical relationship that
governs the !
optimum mean acceleration as a function !
of flight time. However, the physics behind these curves is not
currently understood. For modeling purposes, we use a more accurate formulation based on an alternative “best fit”
exponential of the form

a = Ae"B

(14)

where the exponent in the power law is allowed to vary by destination. As shown in Figure 10, this expression
provides an excellent match between the numerical data and the curve fits, but the different values for the
exponentials hides the inherent similarity!
of the curves.

Figure 10: Mean Acceleration vs. Flight Time with Power Law Curve Fits
Multiple Destinations, Variable Power, Circular-Coplanar Transfers
An additional expression is needed to calculate mean acceleration when the approach and/or departure C3 is not
equal to 0. Figure 11 shows optimum mean acceleration plotted as a function of departure C3 and flight time for
Earth-Jupiter transits.
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Figure 11: Mean Acceleration vs. Flight Time for Varying Departure C3
Variable Power, Circular-Coplanar Transfers

Figure 12: Mean Acceleration vs. Flight Time for Varying Arrival C3
Variable Power, Circular-Coplanar Transfers

Figure 13: Mean Acceleration vs. Flight Time for Varying Departure and Arrival C3
Variable Power, Circular-Coplanar Transfers
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In Figure 11, the mean acceleration curves are self-similar but offset with the optimum mean acceleration decreasing
as departure C3 increases. This is to be expected, as excess velocity at departure reduces the ΔV required in transit
and therefore reduces the mean acceleration along the trajectory. The transit ΔV becomes less sensitive to arrival
and departure velocity as flight time increases, so the mean acceleration curves tend to converge at long flight times.
Based on these observations, we find that if the optimum mean acceleration at C3=0 is used as a reference and it is
assumed that the burn time is fixed, the optimum mean acceleration for a positive arrival or departure C3 can be
estimated using the following
t

C3launch " Bflt
a = a0 " A
e
t burn

(15)

t

!

C3arr " Bflt
a = a0 " A
e
t burn

(16)

Equations (15) and (16) each contain an independent fitting parameter, “A”, which is a measure of the ratio at which
positive arrival or departure ΔV replaces on-board ΔV. This corresponds to the observation that each extra km/s of
hyperbolic arrival or departure velocity
! reduces the transit ΔV required to complete the trajectory, but the ratio is not
generally one-to-one. High values of A correspond to cases where each extra km/s of hyperbolic velocity replaces
more than one km/s of on-board ΔV. This is generally the case, as it is usually more efficient to apply an impulsive
ΔV at the start or end of a trajectory than it is to add ΔV in the middle of a transfer. The exponential term ensures
that as the flight time approaches infinity, the adjustment to the mean acceleration approaches zero. This
corresponds to the observation that the mean acceleration curves in Figure 11 tend to converge as flight time
increases.
While these expressions work well with Figure 11, additional adjustments are required for cases where the
curves are not inherently smooth or self-similar. Figure 12 shows optimum mean acceleration plotted as a function
of arrival C3 for Earth-Jupiter transits, and Figure 13 shows optimum mean acceleration as a function of both arrival
and departure C3 for Earth-Mars transits. In both figures, we see cases where the shape of the curve flattens out at
high arrival C3’s and, in some cases, actually exceeds the zero C3 mean acceleration at long flight times. This can be
seen in Figure 13, where the mean acceleration for an arrival C3 = 10 km2/s2 and flight time of 1.5 years is 5 km/s/yr,
while the mean acceleration for an arrival C3 = 0 km2/s2 is only 4 km/s/yr. The curves also tend to converge to a
single value at long flight times. This behavior results in slope changes that are difficult to model with simple curve
fits. For modeling purposes, we approximate these curves by applying a simple minimum “floor” value for the mean
acceleration. Different floors are applied for positive arrival and positive departure velocities. For example, the
curves shown in Figure 13 are modeled using a minimum mean acceleration of 5 km/s/yr for positive arrival C3 and
4 km/s/yr for positive departure C3. While this assumption does not perfectly match the curves, it provides sufficient
accuracy for this class of rapid modeling tool.
For the models presented in this paper, expressions (15) and (16) are applied separately to trajectories where
either the departure C3 or the arrival C3 are non-zero. In principle, expressions (15) and (16) can be applied in series
to trajectories where both the arrival and departure C3 are non-zero. We found that in some cases, this results in an
acceptable model, but in other cases this formulation is not a valid reflection of the underlying physics. In particular,
as the magnitude of the arrival and departure C3 increases, the trajectories begin to resemble Hohmann transfers and
therefore converge to an optimum flight time independent of the low thrust portion of the mission. Further work is
needed before this model can be applied to the general case of positive C3 at both departure and arrival.
The final element is an expression for the optimum burn time as a function of power, C3, and flight time. Figure
14 shows optimum burn time for an Earth-Mars transit calculated at a variety of Earth escape C3’s and power to
mass ratios. The burn times are shown as a distribution of data points where each point corresponds to a different
Po/Mo and C3.
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Figure 14: Burn Time vs. Transit Time for Earth-Mars Transit
(Departure C3 = 0 to 10 km2/s2, and arrival C3=0 km2/s2)
Burn time increases in a quasi-linear fashion with flight time and the slope of the line is approximately one. As
one would expect, at a given transit time, there is some variation in the optimum burn time as a function of other
parameters. The variation is relatively small, generally within 0.2 years. Figure 15 shows the results of fitting a line
through the average optimum burn time for the C3=0 cases.

Figure 15: Burn time vs. Flight Time for Earth-Mars Transit with Curve Fit
(Arrival and Departure C3=0 km2/s2)
Figure 15 provides a simple expression that has the correct slope and trend for thrust time at C3=0. While not a
perfect representation, this expression provides sufficient accuracy for our calculations. It should be noted, however,
that data for non-zero arrival C3’s does not always follow the same linear trend as the data shown in Figure 14.
Figure 16 shows burn time vs flight time data for Earth-Mars transits with non-zero arrival C3’s. There is a distinct
plateau in the burn time around 0.8 years for these cases, causing the curve to diverge noticeably from the linear
approximation in Figure 15.
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Figure 16: Burn time vs. Flight Time for Earth-Mars Transit, arrival C3=0-10 km2/s2 and departure C3=0.
Dotted line shows linear fit to C3=0 data (see Figure 15)
Despite this deviation, we choose to use the curve fit to C3=0 data as the basis for our modeling for all of the
destinations and C3’s modeled in this paper. The variations seen in Figure 16 may be a source of some of the errors
seen at high arrival C3’s for some of these destinations.

IV.

Model Description by Destination

Based on the analysis provided above, a model has been developed to calculate the optimum Isp, ΔV, and mass
fraction for variable power, optimum specific impulse, circular-coplanar transfers. The inputs to the model are the
destination, flight time, departure C3, and arrival C3. Either the departure C3 or arrival C3 must be zero. The model
has the following form.
1) Using the flight time and starting from Figure 10, calculate a reference mean acceleration at arrival and
departure C3=0 km2/s2.
2) From the curve fit from Figure 15, calculate the burn time at C3=0.
3a) Using expression (15) or expression (16), adjust the reference mean acceleration to account for positive
arrival/departure C3.
4) From the mean acceleration and burn time, calculate the total ΔV
5) Using a lookup table, based on the departure/arrival C3 and the transit time, determine the value of the
trajectory dependent constant “K” as defined by expression (10).
6) Using expression (11), calculate the optimum exhaust velocity and specific impulse.
7) Using the rocket equation, calculate the spacecraft’s payload mass fraction
All of the expressions above except for steps 4 and 7 involve expressions with destination specific fitting
parameters. Fitting parameters for five destinations were derived and optimized from the trajectory database
generated for this study. The resulting equations are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. These equations are simple
closed expressions that have been implemented in an excel spreadsheet and require no iteration to solve. The fitting
constant “K” represents the ratio of the total thrust power available over the trajectory compared to a fixed power
trajectory of the same initial power and burn duration. For destinations closer to the Sun than Earth, the value is
greater than one. For destinations farther from the sun than Earth, the value is less than one. Analysis of the
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trajectory database shows that K varies with destination, arrival/departure C3, and transit time. Therefore, a series of
lookup tables were generated for K and are shown in Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7. The model
selects the nearest arrival/departure C3 value from the appropriate table and then uses a linear interpolation thru three
sample points to calculate K as a function of transit time.

1) Mean
Acceleration at
C3=0 (km/s/yr)
2) Burn Time
(yrs)
3a) Adjust Mean
Acceleration
! for
Departure C3
(km/s/yr) !
OR
3b) Adjust Mean
Acceleration for
Arrival C3
(km/s/yr)

Venus

Earth to Mars

ao = 5.8721t "1.2723
flt

ao = 8.1681t "2.1477
flt

t burn = 1.0648t flt " 0.1437

t burn = 1.0984t flt " 0.2357

a = ao !

C3launch !!t flt 0.2
e
tburn !

Note: min allowable a = 4.0

a = ao !

3.0 C3arr !t flt 0.4
e
tburn

Note: min allowable a = 3.5

1.25 C3launch
tburn

Note: min allowable a = 4.0

a = ao !

1.35 C3arr
tburn

Note: min allowable a = 5.0

!!"#$ = 0.9167!!"# − 0.2372

a = ao !

1.2 C3launch
tburn

Note: no minimum limit

a = ao !

0.9 C3arr
tburn

Note: no minimum limit

"v = a t burn

4) ΔV (km/s)
5) “K” (from
lookup table)
6) Optimum
effective exit
velocity (m/s)
7) Payload Mass
Fraction

a = ao !

Mars to Earth
!!.!"
!! = 8.2592!!"#

K = 1.07 to 1.65

K = 0.45 to 0.88

c* = K

!

K = 0.44 to 0.89

2 ! p P !v
+
a mo
2

mf
" #v *
=e c
mo

Table 1: Model of Optimum Specific Impulse Circular-Coplanar Low Thrust Transfers to Venus and
Mars using Solar Electric Propulsion

!
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1) Mean Acceleration at C3=0
(km/s/yr)
2) Burn Time (yrs)
3a) Adjust Mean Acceleration for
Departure C3 (km/s/yr)
OR

Main Belt Asteroids
!!.!!"
!! = 17.747!!"#

Jupiter

ao = 75.421t "2.0363
flt

!!"#$ = 1.041!!"# − 0.3571

a = ao !

0.9 C3launch
!
tburn

Note: min allowable a = 2.2

3b) Adjust Mean Acceleration for
Arrival C3 (km/s/yr)

t burn = 0.8984t flt " 0.35

a = ao !

a = ao !

!

Note: no minimum limit

C3arr
tburn

a = ao !

Note: min allowable a = 2.9
4) ΔV (km/s)
5) “K” (from lookup table)

4.7 C3arr !t flt 3.5
e
tburn

Note: min allowable a = 4.0

"v = a t burn
K = 0.164 to 0.706

6) Optimum effective exit velocity
(m/s)
7) Payload Mass Fraction

1.25 C3launch
tburn

K = 0.0682 to 0.322

c* = K

!

2 ! p P !v
+
a mo
2

mf
" #v *
=e c
mo

Table 2: Model of Optimum Specific Impulse Circular Coplanar Low Thrust Transfers to Main Belt
Asteroids and Jupiter using Solar Electric Propulsion

!

Table 3: K values for Earth-Mars Transits

Table 4: K Values for Earth-Venus Transits
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Table 5: K for Earth-Jupiter Transit

Table 6: K for Mars-Earth Transit

Table 7: K for Earth-Main Belt Asteroid Transits
Figure 17 shows an example calculation created using the expressions shown in Table 1 for a single Earth-Mars
transit trajectory. The model results are compared to the results generated by MALTO and show that for the model
captures both the payload mass fraction and the optimum specific impulse well for flight times between 0.7 and 1.5
yrs. The model captures the trend and shape of the optimum specific impulse curve well enough to clearly define the
range suited to Hall effect thrusters (tflt < 1 yr) and the range well suited to ion thrusters (tflt > 1 yr), though the
model’s estimate is 17% low of MALTO’s value once the optimum specific impulse exceeds 4000 seconds. The
delivered payload mass fraction is also modeled well, with the model generally estimating somewhat lower than the
MALTO, but generally within 10%.
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Figure 17: Comparison of Model Calculated and Analytic Model Results for Earth-Mars Transit
Trajectory (Departure C3=5 km2/s2, Arrival C3=0 km2/s2, Po/Mo = 0.004 kW/kg)
In general, the accuracy and range of validity of these models varies by destination. Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20,
Figure 21, and Figure 22 show the error in the delivered mass fraction as calculated by the analytic model when
compared to the mass fraction calculated by MALTO. The error is calculated as a percentage of the mass delivered
and is therefore a reflection of the amount of margin a spacecraft designer should carry in the spacecraft mass
budget to account for modeling errors.
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Figure 18: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Venus Model
(box shows region of model validity)

Figure 19: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Mars Model
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Figure 20: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Main Belt Asteroid Model

Figure 21: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Jupiter/Trojan Asteroid Model
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Figure 22: Payload Mass Error for Mars-Earth Model
The results for mass fraction are quite good. The results are bounded by a 15% error limit, and in many cases lie
within 5% of the value calculated by MALTO. This is well within the level of accuracy required for early mission
concept studies, which regularly carry 40% mass margin in initial stages of development. Overall, the model is
accurate enough to define the class of thruster suitable for the mission, a range of potentially viable flight times, and
the sensitivity of the trajectory to changes in critical parameters such as power and mass.
It should be noted that the range of applicability for these models is limited by the assumption made in the
derivation of expression (11) that the ratio of ΔV/c is small. This is equivalent to saying that the assumption of
constant mean acceleration becomes invalid when the trajectory requires a very high ΔV. This ratio can be easily
calculated, and Figure 23 plots this ratio for a series of Earth-Jupiter trajectories.

Figure 23: Ratio of ΔV to thruster exhaust velocity for Earth-Jupiter Transits
Comparison of the mass fractions calculated by the model vs. those calculated by MALTO shows that the errors
in the Earth-Jupiter model increase dramatically when the flight time is less than 2 yrs. This corresponds to the
region where the ratio of ΔV/c is greater than ~1, and occurs both because the linearization breaks down and
because small absolute errors in mass fraction turn into large percentage errors when the payload mass fraction is
small. Missions designed around these trajectories would be inherently sensitive to errors in mass estimates, so high
fidelity models would be required to generate viable mission designs in this regime. Fortunately, the trajectories of
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general interest to designers of SEP missions are those with moderate to high payload mass fractions. These
missions generally correspond to regions where the ratio of ΔV/C is < 1, and generally lies within the region of
validity shown in these figures.
Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27 compare the optimum specific impulse calculated using the
analytic model to the values calculated using MALTO. The results here are less accurate than the mass fraction
results, coming within 22% of MALTO, with the majority of the results within 10% of MALTO. This level of
accuracy is acceptable for mission concept studies because the spacecraft design is not generally as sensitive to
specific impulse as it is to payload mass fraction. The main use of the specific impulse value is to determine the
class of thruster that should be considered in the design (chemical, ion, hall, or other). This level of accuracy is
sufficient to provide this guidance to spacecraft designers.

Figure 24: Error in Calculated Optimum Specific Impulse for Earth-Venus Model
(box shows region of model validity)

Figure 25: Error in Calculated Optimum Specific Impulse for Earth-Mars Model
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Figure 26: Error in Calculated Optimum Specific Impulse for Earth-Main Belt Asteroid Model

Figure 27: Error in Calculated Optimum Specific Impulse for Earth-Jupiter/Trojan Asteroid Model
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Figure 28: Error in Calculated Optimum Specific Impulse for Mars-Earth Model
Table 8 summarizes the accuracy and range of validity for the current optimum Isp, variable power analytic low
thrust trajectory model.

Range of Validity
Launch C3 (km2/s2)
Arrival C3 (km2/s2)
Flight Time (yrs)
Power / Mass Ratio
(kW/kg)
Accuracy
Payload Mass Fraction
Optimum Specific Impulse

Venus

Earth to Mars

Mars to Earth

Main Belt
Asteroid

Jupiter

0 - 10
0 - 10
0.7 – 1.5
0.001-0.01

0 - 10
0 - 10
0.7 – 1.5
0.004 - 0.02

0 – 10
0 – 10
0.8 – 1.5
0.004 – 0.02

0 – 25
0 – 25
2.2 – 4.5
0.003-0.012

0 – 20
0–5
2– 4
0.02-0.15

+3% / -15%
+21% / -17%

+3% / -13%
+19% / -17%

+8%/-8%
+18% / -13%

+4% / -5%
+17% / -13%

+6% / -9%
+15% / -19%

Table 8: Range of Validity and Accuracy for Optimum Specific Impulse Trajectory Models
Over the range of validity defined above, the models presented in Table 1 and Table 2 provide good estimates of
payload mass fraction and optimum specific impulse. When these expressions are captured in a spreadsheet, the
result is a rapid trajectory modeling tool that instantaneously calculates mass fractions and optimum specific
impulse. This tool is well suited to use in initial mission concept design, concurrent engineering, and academic
applications and is a significant addition to the state of the art for rapid low thrust trajectory models. In addition, it
represents a significant step towards the development of a general analytic performance tool applicable to nonoptimum specific impulse trajectories. The Appendix describes how the ideal specific impulse tool can be used as a
basis for development of a tool that can model a much wider range of low thrust trajectories encompassing devices
operating at a non-optimum specific impulse.

V.

Conclusion

At the current time, there are few rapid development, medium to low fidelity models of interplanetary low thrust
trajectories available for use in classroom environments, new mission concept development and concurrent systems
engineering. This paper describes a semi-analytic model of optimum specific impulse interplanetary circularcoplanar low thrust transfers operating at constant specific impulse and utilizing solar electric propulsion (SEP).
This model was developed using an innovative analysis approach in which system performance parameters (mass,
flight time, optimum specific impulse) are calculated using simple empirical and physics based relationships. The
basic approach used in this study was to 1) Use computational low thrust trajectory tools to create a database of
optimized trajectories to destinations of interest, 2) Examine the data to determine fundamental governing
parameters and find physical relationships that reduce the number of independent variables, and 3) Based on the
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findings from step two and an understanding of the underlying physics, create physical and empirical analytic
expressions that describe the entire family of trajectories.
It has been found that for a given destination, flight time, and departure-arrival C3 combination, the optimum
specific impulse trajectories all have the same mean acceleration, regardless of the spacecraft’s power and mass.
This observation has been previously made for constant power trajectories, but has now been shown to be true for
variable power trajectories across a wide range of destinations and C3’s. This occurs because there is an optimum
mean power to mass ratio for every flight time. The mean acceleration vs. flight time curves for different
destinations are observed to be self-similar and to asymptotically approach a common value for long flight times.
Based on this observation and the development of additional simple expressions for burn time and mean
acceleration, a simple analytic model has been derived that can estimate the optimum Isp, ΔV, and payload mass
fraction for transfers departing from Earth to four destinations (Venus, Mars, Main Belt Asteroids, and
Jupiter/Trojan Asteroids) and returning to Earth from one departure point (Mars). For each transit, a comparison has
been made between the model’s output and results from MALTO and a region of validity has been defined. The
accuracy and range of validity for each model are shown in Table 8. These models can be easily implemented in
spreadsheets and generally show good agreement for calculations of delivered mass fraction (+8%/-15% accuracy)
and optimum specific impulse (+/- 20%). This level of accuracy is well within the level of accuracy required for
early mission concept studies and in rapid development environments. The development of this model represents a
significant advance in the state of the art for rapid turnaround, low/medium fidelity models of low thrust trajectories,
albeit with direct application towards optimum specific impulse trajectories. This modeling methodology also holds
great promise for development of a generalized analytic performance tool that will model non-optimum specific
impulse interplanetary circular-coplanar low thrust transfers powered by solar arrays. The Appendix describes a
method by which this modeling approach can be generalized to apply to a wider range of low thrust trajectories.
The model presented in this paper does not address cases where both ends of the trajectory have a positive C3.
Transfers with impulsive maneuvers at both ends resemble Hohmann transfers and therefore lock into an optimum
flight time independent of the low thrust portion of the mission. It has been found that trajectories to Venus and
Mars with positive departure and arrival C3’s exhibit flight time dependencies not present in this low thrust
trajectory model. Further work is needed before this model can be applied to the general case of positive C3 at both
departure and arrival.
Overall, the analytic approach demonstrated in this paper represents a significant advance in the state of the art
for modeling and understanding the physics of low thrust interplanetary trajectories. By simplifying a complex
multivariable optimization problem into a series of simple algebraic expressions, it provides a method for quickly
estimating performance as part of optimizing the overall spacecraft design. By identifying governing parameters,
such as mean acceleration, it also provides insight into the governing physics of the trajectories. In the future, the
model’s range of applicability will be expanded to include spacecraft operating at non-optimum specific impulse.
The overall goal is to derive a general analytic method of modeling mass optimum circular co-planar low thrust
interplanetary transfers and incorporate this model into a tool suitable for wide use by students, systems engineers,
and mission analysts working in early mission design and concurrent engineering environments.
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Appendix: Extension of Model to Trajectories Operating at Non-Optimum Specific Impulse
A rapid trajectory development model that covers devices operating at arbitrary specific impulse is of significant
interest to spacecraft designers. In many cases, designers are working with a limited number of space qualified
thrusters that have restricted operating ranges and lifetimes. Therefore, designers are interested in using a particular
specific impulse (or specific impulse range) and in understanding the sensitivity of the spacecraft’s mass budget to
changes various parameters (i.e. flight time and power level). This section describes progress made in the
development of a trajectory modeling tool that can rapidly model non-optimal specific impulse low thrust
trajectories. This model is based on the optimum specific impulse tool described in the previous section.
Using the methodology described in section III-A, the trajectory optimization program MALTO was used to
create a database of non-optimum specific impulse trajectories for spacecraft going to the five destinations described
in section IV. Several thousand trajectories were optimized for each destination, and analysis of these trajectories
provides the basis for extending the optimum specific model to a wider class of missions. Figure 29 shows a plot of
the ΔV required to conduct an Earth-Jupiter/Trojan Asteroid transfer with fixed transit time of 2.3 years as a
function of specific impulse and power. Each line on the plot corresponds to a different power to mass ratio. The
optimum specific impulse is a function of power/mass and is indicated by the “X” on each curve.

Figure 29: ΔV vs. Specific Impulse for Earth-Jupiter SEP transfers (2.3 yrs transit time)
(Legend shows power to mass ratio)
With fixed power, increased specific impulse results in less thrust. This, in turn, increases the ΔV requirements,
as high thrust maneuvers are generally more efficient than low thrust maneuvers. As specific impulse increases, the
the thrust to mass ratio will decrease until it reaches a critically low level, when it becomes necessary to add
substantial ΔV to the trajectory complete the maneuver. This produces a ΔV curve that is relatively flat at low
Isp/high thrust, then rises sharply at high Isp/low thrust. At low Isp, where the ΔV is relatively constant, it is beneficial
to operate at as high a specific impulse as possible to save propellant mass. However, once the ΔV starts to increase,
the benefit of high Isp is offset by the higher ΔV requirement. The optimum Isp therefore lies just above the knee of
the ΔV curve.
From a spacecraft designer’s point of view, the relatively flat slope of the ΔV curve makes it desirable to operate
at or below the optimum Isp. We therefore focus on modeling this region in our trajectory model.
As noted previously, the linear relationship between optimum specific impulse and power to mass ratio implies
the existence of an optimum thrust-to-mass ratio that provides just enough thrust to accomplish the mission
objectives while staying on the “flat” portion of the ΔV curve. This can be clearly seen by plotting ΔV as a function
of the mean thrust to mass ratio. The precise value of the mean thrust to mass ratio can be difficult to calculate, as it
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requires a detailed knowledge of the thrust timeline. It can easily be approximated by calculated in the ratio of the
initial thrust generated at 1 AU to the mass of the vehicle when half of the total propellant required has been
expended. The results of this plot are shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: ΔV vs. Ratio of Initial Thrust to Mean Spacecraft Mass for 2.3 Year Earth-Jupiter Transit
(Legend shows power to mass ratio)
Figure 30 shows that when the ΔV curves for different power levels are plotted as a function of initial thrust to mean
mass ratio, they collapse to a single curve with the optimum specific impulse located just above the knee of the
curve. As with the optimum specific impulse model, this observation allows us to model a range of power levels
with a single curve. Figure 31 shows that an exponential curve of the form

!v = Yo + Ae

"( x"xo )
!

(17)

where x is the initial thrust/mean mass ratio provides a good fit to this curve, and accurately models the sharp “knee”
just below the optimum specific impulse across a wide range of flight times.
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Figure 31: Curve Fits of ΔV vs. Mean Thrust To Mass Ratio for Earth-Jupiter SEP Transit
Expression (17) contains four fitting parameters: Yo, τ, Xo, and A. These parameters have physical meaning and
can be derived from Figure 31. In the limit at the thrust to mass ratio becomes large, expression (17) reduces to:
Yo = ΔVimpulse

(18)

Therefore, Yo is the ΔV required as the thrust to mass ratio approaches infinity (i.e. the impulsive burn solution).
This value is easily observed as the limiting value on the flat part of the curve in Figure 31 and is plotted in Figure
32 as a function of flight time and launch/arrival C3.
τ is a measure of the steepness of the curves shown in Figure 31. As flight time increases, τ becomes larger,
making the curve transition steeper at the “knee” of the curve. It can be derived thru numerical fitting and is shown
in Figure 33 as a function of flight time and C3.
A and xo can be derived from the knowledge that the curve defined by expression (17) must pass thru the
optimum specific impulse which can be calculated using the model described in section III. Because these are fitting
parameters, we can arbitrarily set xo equal to the optimal initial thrust to mean mass ratio. Then, as x approaches this
value, the ΔV approaches the optimum ΔV* corresponding to the optimal specific impulse, meaning that
A = ΔV* – Yo

(19)

Combining expressions (17), (18) and (19) results in a general expression for ΔV as a function of mean thrust-tomass ratio
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!v = !vimpulse + ( !v* " !vimpulse ) e
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(20)

Where X is the spacecraft’s initial thrust/mean mass. X can in turn be expressed in terms of the ΔV, desired specific
impulse, and the system’s initial power to mass ratio.
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)
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(21)

Combining (20) and (21) results in an implicit expression for ΔV as a function of specific impulse. Together, these
expressions can be used to calculate the ΔV for a spacecraft operating at a non-optimal specific impulse, but the
implicit expression must be solved numerically for each given value of specific impulse.

Figure 32: Yo as function of Flight Time and Launch/Arrival C3 for Earth-Jupiter Transit

Figure 33: τ as function of Flight Time and Launch/Arrival C3 for Earth-Jupiter Transit
With these observations, it is now possible to construct a simple trajectory model that applies to thrusters operating
at non-optimum specific impulses. The inputs to the model are the flight time, departure C3, and arrival C3, and
specific impulse. As before, either the departure C3 or arrival C3 must be zero. Given these inputs:
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1) Using the model described in section IV, calculate the optimum specific impulse, optimum
initial thrust to mean mass ratio, and optimum ΔV corresponding to the input flight time and
arrival/departure C3.
2) Check if the input specific impulse is greater than the optimum specific impulse. If it is, then it
is necessary to stop, as this model only applies when the desired Isp is less than or equal to the
optimum value.
3) Using Figure 32 and Figure 33, calculate the values of Yo and τ that correspond to the input
flight time and arrival/departure C3.
4) Using expression (19), calculate the value of “A” based on the optimum ΔV from step 1.
5) Set the value of Xo equal to the optimum initial thrust to mean mass ratio from step 1.
6) Using the constants calculated in steps 3, 4, and 5, numerically evaluate expressions (20) and
(21) to calculate the ΔV required at the input specific impulse. This numerical evaluation is a
simple iteration that can be done on a spreadsheet.
7) Using the rocket equation, calculate the payload mass fraction based on the ΔV.
The output of this model is shown for an Earth-Jupiter transfer with a departure C3=0 and arrival C3=0, in Figure
34 and Figure 35. These figures show the error in the mass fraction as calculated for approximately 1000 trajectories
at specific impulses between 1000 and 6000 seconds. These trajectories span the range of interest to spacecraft
designers interested in both Hall and Ion thruster applications for deep space missions.

Figure 34: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Jupiter General Non-Optimum Specific Impulse Model
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Figure 35: Payload Mass Error for Earth-Jupiter General Non-Optimum Specific Impulse Model
The results show very good agreement between the mass-fraction calculated by MALTO and the mass fractions
calculated using our simple model, with the vast majority of points lying within +/-15%. Of the MALTO calculated
values. Note that out of the approximately 1000 data points evaluated in MALTO, 13 corresponded to converged
solutions where the mass fraction error between MALTO and this model was greater than 50% (and sometimes as
large as 400%). These points correspond to globally non-optimal solutions, and were omitted from this plot.
The model presented in this section is a clear demonstration of the feasibility of developing a general semianalytic trajectory model that applies to a wide range of low thrust trajectories. Substantial further work is needed to
expand this model to additional destinations and to a wider range of arrival and departure C3’s. It should be noted
that although this methodology can be applied to a range of interesting missions, it is still limited to circularcoplanar transfers operating at a constant specific impulse. Nevertheless the expansion of the previous optimum
specific impulse model to encompass thrusters operating at non-optimal specific impulse still represents a significant
advance in the state of the art and shows the great potential that this analysis method has to develop a general, rapid
low-thrust trajectory modeling tools suited to use for concurrent engineering, initial spacecraft mission concept
development, and academic applications.
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